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In the original version of this paper published online December 19, 2013, the Figure 1 legend unfortunately contained a
few errors regarding the coloring of variants in Figure 1A. Nonsense truncating variants were incorrectly described as red,
and frameshift truncating variants were incorrectly described as blue. The correct description appears below, in the print
version of this paper, and online. The authors regret these errors.
(A) CSPP1 schematic showing the coiled-coil domains (gray rectangles). Nonsense truncating variants (blue) are
indicated above the protein at their approximate locations. Frameshift truncating variants (orange), variants affecting
canonical splice sites (green), and a missense variant (a coding variant that results in a frameshift because of aberrant
splicing; black; see Figure S1) are indicated below the protein. The number of times a specific variant was identified in
the cohort is indicated in parentheses after the variant.
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